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Following interpretation of 5,300 line km of 20 seismic data acquired in 2001, the Sarawak Block F 
partnership decided to acquire a dedicated 30 seismic survey in order to reduce exploration risk within the block. 
Block F lies in the distal deepwater toe-thrust setting of the Upper Miocene - Pliocene Bunguran delta system 
and is characterised by NW-SE trending thrust-faulted anticlines associated with thin-skinned gravity tectonics. 
The existing 20 seismic data highlighted problems of poor sub-surface imaging associated with shallow gas, 
steep dips, significant out-of-plane energy on strike oriented lines and possible shale diapirism. Additionally, the 
data were found to be very sensitive to minor changes in stacking velocity, the trends for which were difficult to 
reconcile between dip and strike derived velocity analyses. Within a limited budget environment, the challenge 
was to design a cost-effective 30 seismic survey that could address the key uncertainties within the 20 interpretation 
and cover the main area of fold belt prospectivity (c. 2,000 km2) without compromising data qUality. 

The acquisition planning was undertaken with input from Geophysical Operations groups in London 
(Amerada Hess Limited) and Paris (TotalFinaElt) along with a number of geophysical contractors. Many of the 
standard acquisition parameters such as source and streamer depth, source volume, cable length, record length, 
acquisition fold and migration aperture were designed utilising existing multi-vintage 20 data within the block. 
Parameters such as number of streamers and optimum weather window were based upon historical data and 
operating experience. 

The 30 survey area design was based upon a ranking of the prospective structures identified on the 20 
data. This produced a desired survey outline elongate in the NW-SE (strike) orientation. In order to acquire a 
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survey of this nature in the most cost-effective manner it is necessary to maintain the longest average line length 
possible, in this case to shoot in the strike direction. To determine whether this was technically acceptable, a 
comparative study of dip vs. strike acquisition was undertaken along with an investigation into the characteristic 
ocean current behaviour in the area. The dip vs. strike acquisition study was undertaken by WesternGeco utilising 
2D horizon and velocity data as the basis for the input earth model. The acquisition parameters as determined 
from the earlier 2D based modelling were used to simulate 3D acquisition over an area of c.l ,500 km2 within the 
Block F fold belt. The simulation was run for both dip and strike acquisition where fold of coverage at two main 
target horizons was modelled for both acquisition orientations. The illumination modelling results were then 
used in conjunction with the comparative costs (dip acquisition being significantly more expensive than strike 
due to shorter average line length) and available metocean data to determine the optimum acquisition orientation. 

An additional element of pre-survey modelling was undertaken in an effort to minimise the amount of infill 
required during acquisition. Proprietary TotalFinaElf methodology and software were utilised to simulate 3D 
acquisition with varying degrees of differential feather and generate synthetic data sets containing variable fold 
of coverage. 3D pre-stack interpolation algorithms were tested prior to DMO/pre-stm to determine whether 
acquisition "holes" of varying sizes for discrete offsets could be healed via processing, instead of via the traditional 
method of infill during acquisition. The resulting "must infill" specifications were somewhat more relaxed than 
existing contract criteria, thus providing an additional cost saving opportunity without risk to the data. 
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